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Some important facts to know about high speed Doors: 



Many industrial sectors nowadays need a regulated atmosphere in which the quantity of dirt and dust 
present in the production facility is kept to a bare minimum. Among the industries that have stringent
criteria for keeping a dust- free atmosphere are medical instrument manufacturers, electronics and 
computer manufacturers, the food industry, the pharmaceutical sector, and certain military 
applications, to name a few. 





FLEXIBLE HIGH SPEED DOORS IN PVC



Rudhar’s group designed 
our rapid doors to be safe, dependable and 
maintenance-free, conferring to all international standards.



The Rudhar high speed door is a perfect high speed door for outside use. 
It is wind resistant up to class 4 according to the European standard. 
Its superior tight seal and fast door cycle allow for significant energy savings.
With a curtain free of rigid elements, the Rudhar roll-up door is safe for 
your staff and equipment. Optional LEDs on the door posts provide extra 
safety.

Wind resistant· 
Remains operational even under strong wind· 
Modern finish· 
Designed for intensive inbound and outbound traffic· 

 Protects against bad weather





Rudhar machine guard doors are high-speed doors that protect people and material from access to moving 
automatic machine areas. Specially designed forautomatic or robotic machine areas, this gate can be
installed in addition to barricades or security walls. The GRS Machine Guard Door enhances automation 
by isolating the area meeting high industry standards and reducing accidents. A durable and robust structure 
is designed for use in an industrial environment. Your specific requirements and wishes are at the forefront 
of the design and manufacturing process, so that doors are created that are characterized by quality and 
individuality down to the smallest detail. 

They are the doors that the market demands and that can be found in every industry and every building. 

Wherever you go, you're likely to come across an Rudhar Gate. 
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